
Your Alarm Now Announces the Launch of Wireless Home Security 

Systems in the Market 

Your Alarm Now introduces the new wireless home security systems. The system is an innovation that 

the company has promoted to be of better service to its clients. The security system is equipped with 

various functions to help clients control their security systems better. 

Your Alarm Now launches the innovative wireless home security systems in the marketplace. The new 

security system which has an uncomplicated installation procedure, simple transfer in times of 

reconstruction and one which has sensors as an alternative of wires, which permits virtual command in 

houses, including garage doors, lights and remote ready appliances. When electricity is off, alarm 

systems are disarmed as well. The alarms are reliant on the power that comes from the houses which 

causes the systems to disengage once the supply is disrupted. This is jeopardy clients need to embrace 

upon buying alarms. Home security systems identify intruders who attempt to go through personal 

properties and businesses. 

Since the wireless home security systems are capable to carry on their functions even with power supply 

and telephone line scarcity, they still propel policemen in a short span of time in events of housebreaker 

attempts. The wireless systems have these abilities because they have self-sufficient battery and cellular 

backup technology that permits them to go on with observation and recognition even in cases of black 

outs or brown outs. This merely signifies that protection and safety they offer are not broken which 

reduces probability of successful intruder attempts and generates a secured feeling regardless any 

instances of opportunistic attacks. 

Mr. Shakuri, the proprietor of Your Alarm Now said, “Almost everything now is wireless. Innovations are 

made every now and then, which we must also apply to home security systems to be able to provide 

the best protection we can to our clients.” 

“Sometimes, we just get too lazy to stand up and turn something on or off. The wireless home security 

systems from ADT which is distributed by Your Alarm Now is truly an innovation that will help us in our 

everyday lives, since almost everything will be within your reach with wireless gadgets,” said Mr. Mikasi, 

a Your Alarm Now client from Canada. 

Your Alarm now is an ADT authorized dealer who has been of service to protect families in CANADA and 

USA. 

To learn more about Your Alarm Now and their services, visit them at http://www.youralarmnow.com/ 

or call 1-800-599-8452. 
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